Experimental investigation of modern and established carotid stents.
The design and material determine the mechanical properties of stents. In vitro parameters such as radial force, flexibility and wall adaptation of different stents were investigated in order to obtain evidence for clinical use. A total of 8 stents, including 2 hybrid stents with a combination of closed/open-cell design (Sinus Carotid RX, Cristallo Ideale), 3 closed-cell stents (Adapt, Carotid Wallstent, Xact Carotid) and 3 open-cell stents (Vivexx Carotid, Protégé Rx and Precise) with a diameter of 8 mm and a length of 40 mm, were investigated. The radial force, the bending stiffness of the stent system and of the stent, and the collapse pressure were measured. The wall adjustment of the stents was documented by fluoroscopy and assessed in a step and curve model. The bending stiffness of the stent systems declined significantly in the expanded state, whereby the Xact Carotid stent showed the highest value (291.1 N/mm2) in contrast to 31.6-39.4 N/mm2 for the Sinus Carotid and Cristallo Ideale. The radial force on expansion of the stents to 7 mm was lowest for the Adapt (0.009 N/mm) and highest for the Precise (0.068 N/mm). The collapse pressure was highest for the Carotid Wallstent (0.48 bar), compared with the other stents (0.1 - 0.2 bar). The best wall adjustment in the curve model was shown by the Precise, the Sinus Carotid Rx and the Vivexx Carotid Stent. The diameter change from 5 to 7 mm was smoothly adapted by the Cristallo Ideale and the Carotid Wallstent. The Adapt showed poor vessel wall adaptation in both step and curved vessels. As a result of their design, the Sinus Carotid Rx and the Cristallo Ideale show the best wall adjustment, with comparable radial force and high flexibility, whereby the Cristallo Ideale has the advantage that it has a closed-cell design in the middle third of the stent. The other stents should be taken into consideration with their specifications in individual cases. The investigation of carotid stents provides an objective comparison of mechanical properties. Conclusions about the respective optimum uses of stents can be drawn from this. The hybrid stents show a good balance of properties for wide applicability. Citation Format: • Wissgott C, Schmidt W, Behrens P et al. Experimental Investigation of Modern and Established Carotid Stents. Fortschr Röntgenstr 2014; 186: 157 - 165.